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. The Role of Cities In National-Development
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I

The formatiQn of large cities and the exten.sion of urb+n services to
their hinterlands are necessary st ps in a nation's dri'flrom backwardness to general abundance. or within expanding cities th~re
are the stimuli for goods-prodpci •g innovations, and t~e individual
enjoys unlimited opportunity. A the stage when leisu e, mass consumption and space science are . ational preoccupati ns, cities become optional rather than necessary. The size and d tribution of
posi:Q!dustrial 'cities and the relation b~tween such c 'ties and na~
tionalgoalsare terra incognita.
'.
.

r

~s A GROWING conviction that· the individual de tinies of na·
tional s~deties ~re C?nverg;ing <;m a co~mon .path, th~tlthe. ultimate
level of mtegratIon IS a global one.! Th.lS belIef has gIven nse to the
well-known distinction between underdeveloped ~ u~ and developed (D) societies. The language suggests that the latt .r are passing
through a phase in their historical unfolding that 'has, ot yet been
reached by the former. Both societies may be "develo ing;" but, as
.late arrivals, the underdeveloped are obliged to fO. 1l0"1 in the foot·
steps of the "developed" nations.
.
I
'.
The argument is subtle and can be properly underttood only if
we introduce two levels of abstraction. On the first, U~countries
must a~gu~re certain t~its that are common to D-coun ries in or~er
to SUIVlve m a developmg world system. On a second, ore. specIfic
level, each country must itself invent the concrete sod I formS' and
institutions corresponding to its. actual condition.2 i
The bifurcation of the world into U- and D-countri is rudimentary. Nonetheless, it suggests that U-countries will hoI in common
certain comprehensive aims that, at an earlier perio~dwere typical
for the presently "developed" nations. 1J1ese aim~ inclu e:
1. an increase in the autonomy of national socie
by gaining
effective political sovereignty, increasing its military trength, en·
larging the number and range of available choices, an acquiring a .
sense of national dignity;
2. an increase in the levels of living of the populatio;, by increasTHERE
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ing p~oduction at faster rates than population growth, mamtainihg
monetary stability, redistributing income in favor of the poorer segments of the population, and gmnting the rights of the peqple to
certaih basic claims of cre!1ture security;
.
3. ~n increase lin social integration, by promoting 'a wider .and
more 'effective participation of all the adult population in the decision processes of society;
' -,
4. an increase, in modernization, by creating an institutionaL
frameFlJrk adapted to the requirements of ,generating and.i1itisting
to cOIJt~nuous change and promoting those activities, eSR:(pfally in
science ~nd artistic creation, which will permit the countrftQ share
mere fully in an emerging univer~aLculture;.,
?
5. ap:increase in spatiaLintegration, by articulating the development p~,ocess across the' eptiresettled space of the nation through
an intermallY balanced system of cities.
"
Although these aims are sufficiently .general so that they. "Yill, to
some extent, also be present in the "developed" nations, the idea of .
national, development is not confined tothem. After a critical point ....
is reached in the evoltltion of a national society, the erstwhile aims.
may 10's~their urgency, while other, social gO,als \}'ill rise to take their
place. C ntemporary D-eountries appear to havtshi,fted their attention to't e uses of wealth and leisure, the problems of mass culture, '
the prqgress of science, and the conquest of space. Thes~ new aims
appear!t~ be SO remote from the perceived realities of the U-coun~
tries thati they are thought to have little relevance for them. Theide~ .
of development thu~ undergoes a radical change as we pass to'Dcountries. The historical meaning is new; what remains is the driving ethical imperative.
,
,J .
Impllcjt inrthe idea of development is the preparedness of a society to tal<le responsibility for its performance and to intervene iill the
normal I!¥'ocesses of change where the results expected from them
fail to t;~ produced; Developm~nt has the connotation of an intended g<j>od; it is a process endowed with moral purpose for which
develop~ng societies assume responsibility; and almost always this
involves Clittempts at guided change or planning. a

The Settlement System
, As a £ormo~ human settleII'\~~t, the city is a social sy~tenlthat is
located jn geographic space and occupies a precise positi~n in a system of interconnected settlements, extending fr<~m ham,let to megalopolis. National development occurs within this social interaction
network'stretched out over the landscape. But its occurrence. in the
.1
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spatIal .system. is neither uniform nor simultaneous Impulses for
development originate at certain localities and .are r~ayed through
existing c~annels to other localities in a definite sequrnce. The pattern of settlements creates a structure of potentiaI~ for development which will eventually be r~gistered in indices 0 regional per·
, formance and which will condi/tion the evolving ch racter of the
society.
I
Since the goals of national development differ been D- and
D-countries, each set of countries must be separate y studied. In
. both, the spatial patte:n of settlement will bear ~ clqse ,relation to
the key events o~ nahonal development, but the slj>eclfic role of·
cities will be radically different in each. If, as is claimed, the pattern.
of spatial dependency relations is a controlling on~ for national
development, it is reas.onable to focus attention on th9se subsystems
which display a greater than average capaCity for autonomous trans·
f(J)rmation and con,sequently for sustained innovation.rThe development capacity of the system as a ~hol~ will, therefore, ~om: directly
to depend on the performance of the.~e centers or cor~ regwns. For
each core region, one or more dependent peripheral rJgions may be
defined,\ bearing in mind that lower-order· cores mayf~ll 'Within the
pe!iphe~ of, .and be dependent on, one or several Higher-ranking
cores. Cpre regions can thus be arranged into a hierar hyaccording
'} to their: relative autonomy in development decisio s. Peripheral
.' areas, on the other hand, may be divided into upwar - and down·
ward-tratIsitional regions ~n keeping with their estimaed potentials
fbr deveJopment. Finally, on core region peripherie , new settle·
ment areas or resource frontiers may come into being.
The entire settlement space of the nation will thus tie spanned by
an array of regions that is articulated through a systlem of nodes
and connecting channels of ,co~munication. This p~arized space
will display systematic variances in the capacity for de~elopment of .
given areas. Core regions possess the means for limi~ng and con·
ttolliflg the development of their peripheries and f· r extracting
from them the resources that will contribute to their 0
a{:celerated
growth.. Thjs imbala.nce of power between core and per" hery, which
d~splays a strong tendency to increase over substantial segments of
. the development path, will naturally lead to social and political tensions. Where these tensions cannot be reduced to tol rable levels,
they eventually undermine the stability of the system ·nd its ability
to generate further development.
.
,Spatial integration-which appears as a major develo ment objective for U-countries-thus requires ac~ioI) that will increase the
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a~ton,oJ1l, y of ,peripheral regionsfivith respect to their 'controlJing
cores,' diminish cOJ;l.flict betweeIliheml and assure the stability of
the sy~tem during i~s transiti~n.

Urbanization and the Development Process in U-C0untries.
i i 'I

CitSr growth appears as an irrepressible accompaniment of modern' develqpplent in U-countries. 4 The data for nearly all of the developing Urcbuntries also show that large cities tend to grow at faster;,
rates than smaller ones and that the national capital complex is
paJj:icularly favored. But statistical associations constitute no proof
of a ca.,ial relation., It is to this question of causality that we shall
theref6 turn by examining three fundamental forces in the process "
of cleVle1 pment: the passage from tradition to innov~ion, from a
culture of limited tOlone of constantly ~xpanding opportunities, and,
from dn elitist to a mass political system striving for nationatintegra-

,tion.

1. Innovation and urbanifation. Invention must be ilistin~ished
'from ihnovation. The former c01;lsists of the creation of something
new out of a rearrangement of 'already existing elements, while the
se~ond. may be viewed as the transfonnation of inventions intQ hi~Iorieid'1'ct. Bo~h terms'~ay be al?plied to tangible and intan,gible
objects. ccordmg to Gonzalo1'\gmrre Beltran,
,

e term 'invention' for anthropology does not mean only J~
creation of a IJ;lachine, of any type of mechanism, '
Drlof any other material achievelJ1ent of a culture, an achievement in the ~ature of a mdical innovation, but also new ideas,
new concepts or patterns in social, political or'religious organizatiqn, as well as new economic systems which' play such In
imp?rtant role in the entire historical evolution. Man's'iQventive roind and the cultural process which ensues from, it do"not
ad etxtlusively upon elements of culture that are in some way
taIilg~Dle, but certainly also upon its universallife.&
.
th~ tleliberate

, Accepting this broad. interpretation, we may say that a compre~'
hensive development occurs when single innovations-large and
small-~re linked into innovative clusters and systems. Since' innoyation~ arise out of a traditional matrix, their integration into
larger systems occurs as an asynchronic process, pitting new forces
against an already establi,shed order.
)I
. ~e can now assert a first hypothesis: the frequency inv~iitions
correlated with a high potential f~r mteraction; f1I!tt is,

bt
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· a hi~h p~o.bability of info.rm~tion exc~an.ge or cQmmu~ication. The
probabIhtIes of commumcatIon over a gIVen surface can be plotted
on a map to'yield a landscape of communication potei'tials or com·
munication fields. 6 Cities, especially large cities, appe r as peaks in
this landscape. It is in the large city that the {requenc of new idea
combinations is generally gteatest. 7
A second and related hypothesis will say, first, that urbanization
will positively vary with the probability of communi€ation at any
given. locality; and, second, that as c.ities are joined int~ systems, the
probability of information exchange among them will ncrease. The
growth of a single subsystem and the expansion of inte -city linkages
are, to a large degree, substitutes for one other.
.
When we pass from invention to ,innovation, a th~'d hypothesis
may be ~tated, .tha.t the frequencyofinnov~tion)n a gi e~ l~cality is
a functlOn of Its mternal structUre' of SOCIal power. ,. tIghtly con·
.trolled, rigid, hierarchi.cal system of power w.ill be less~,ermissive of
innovations than an open, liorizontal, non-bureaucra ic system of
· dispersed power. We should expect ~o find significan variations in
the structure of social power among cities. But, speak ng generally,
it is possible to assert that increasing size creates conditions which
will bring the city's power structur:.e into greater co ~ormity with
the open system of dispersed power. s "
We are now in a position to asJ< whether a high p obability for
information exchange is causally related to certain fO' s of social
and political organization. The answer, presumably, ould be affirmative. If so, a fourth hypothesis may be stated: in reases in the
level of urbanization wi11lead 0 an increasing openn ss of the system of social power and henc to an increase in the frequency of
innovation. This, then, may b regarded as the first positive con·
tribution of urbanization to nati nal development: it ill transform
· traditional society into an innova ive system.
2. Opportunity and urbanizat on. George M.' Fos er describes
peasant societies as "an imagebf the limited good.'l'9 In such a
society, it is believed that the interests of one .perso~ can only be
advanced by depriving someone. else of the coveted-benefits. The .
result is a brutally egocentric, defensive society whose members be·
have in accordance with this rule: "Maximize the m terial, short~
run advantage of the nuclear family; assume that all thers will do
likewise."lo
The image of the limited good-a kind of zero-sum game-tends
to, be associated with isolated peasant societies. ontemporary
urbanization is based on the ,opposite image of conSlntIy expand-
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ing OPPi' rtunities. l l Cities undergoing development tend to, transform th bitter zero-sum games of traditional peasant sociei:¥ into'
competi ive non-zero-sQm games. We should expect this image of
the "unlimited" good to vary a good deal with the rate of iIllcrease'
in employment and with city size. Both variables will incrc;:.ase ecc>ndmic c~oice and multiply the upward cp.annels of mobility.. '
Of course, image and experience do not always coincide. E:lqJJectations are not always bartered for the real thing. The older residents
of the'~ity, having pressed against the very real obstacles to op-'
.portuni that do exist, may think society a fraud. Their politi€al beha\!ior, ill r~flect a growi~g frustrati~n wi~h the socia~ o~~eIT. I~ is
therecelilt mIgrant to the CIty, companng hIS present condItWljl wIth
a'dismal rural past, who looks upon his new environmen~ with
hOpe.l~ ~eturn migration to the countryside is rare.J3
What we may call the culture of the "unlimited" good "is, on the
whole,'lss tooth-and-claw, mo~e given to accommodation, than are.
,societies orgal1ized around the opposite cultural image. lJrb~n society, ip contfast to rural society, in V-countries tends to be' more
!olerantfand generous; it reinforces the achievement impuIS,es of
large nu bers of people. Continuous expansion of the urban system
will tenlo lower the level of interpersonal friction that might
otherw~sf be expected.14 The modern notion that developmept in-. '
volves unceasing, positively valued change has grown out of urban
experience. And this, then, is the second contributi01l of urbanization to' national development: the city has not only invented the
.concept bf unlimited opportunity, it has also made it possible an,d
finally int~rnalized it as th~ basis for its ow,? u~ique form o~.c~tlt .r;.
3. PolltIcfll transformatIOns and urbamzatIOn. Industnall bop.
and urbanization are not always parallel phenomena. IVligr on.to
cities iIi U:countries generally takes .place at faster rates tha the absorption of the new labor force iQto employment of high oductivity. Ac~elerated urbanization in this sense will inevitably lead to the
forrnatioh of a massive urban proletariat whose members" lacking
special skills, are only partially (if at all) within the labor nmrket,
and for this reason are excluded from most of the material an~ spiritual ben~fits of the developing society. The political significaIjIce of '
this sit~ajtion derives from a heightened visibility of the city~ prole- ,
tariat w~'ich, being viewed and viewing the world from which it is
excluded in any but the strictest functional.sense, may acquire?
keen sep~e of its own "marginal" condition and become potentially
~available ~s a potent politi<:al force to whatever leadership is capable
of capturing its confidence.
" ,
J
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The second result for political development is the emergence in
cities of innovative groups that pose a challenge to t~e established
powers by their attempt to legitimize new claims and f.reate a social
dimate favorable to further innovation, insofar as t' is would be
consistent with their own schedule of values. In this endeavor, in·
novative counter-elites may seek aU~aEces among succ¢ssively larger,
more inclusive sectors of the po,pulation: the uppe~hliddle class,
the lower middle strata, the wprkers, the urban pr letariat, and
eventually the excluded rural proletariat on the perip ery. As their
base for political action expands ~nd the masses beco ,e politicized,
the politics of innovation first tQrn populist and later lintegrationist
on a'llational scaae,ui Strongly do;ctrinaire and ideologital "during the
struggle for power with the established elites, innorative groups
will become open to compromis;e once they have ris~ to power.16
Political parties~ay consequenVybecome transfo~Fd into giant
bartering systems striving to aggregate ever widenilflg circles of
multiple and overlapping interest~. .
.' . .
This outcome is not inevitable; it is merely possiqle. We may,
therefore, wish to test the folloWing hypothesis: thel resistance of
the "established" powers tQ innovative counter-elites'difninishes with
the acce1eratioI} of the urbaniza,tion ~roc.ess. And th~ s may be reo
~rded as the third main contribution of the city to
tional devel·
opment: accelerated urbanization hastens the coming of a national'
mass politics based on bargaining and compromise" a .ong compet·
ing interest groupsp.
.
We have tried to suggest that the three basic process of national
development-innovation, social transformation, and olitical trans,
formation-are closely linked to yet another process, t at of urbani·
zation. Urbanization, in tum, tends to reinforce the atent predis·
positions to developmental change through increas ng the com·
munication potential and through changing the pat ern of social
organization from Euclidean hierarchies to Einsteinian systems exist·
ing in time. We have further tried to show that large c ties are more
effective in promoting these changes than are small ci ies, and that
the linkage of cities into urban systems has an effect analogous to
increasing city size. It is also probably true that the e variablesurbanization, city size, and expanding urban systems re positively
correlated with conflict. Urban society is a conflict so iety, but this
conflict is only the external and highly visible accoIllpaniment of
more creative processes beneath' the surface. Where d:onflict is absent, we can be certain that development does not ocir.'~
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I Notes on Urbanization and National Deve1epment
in D-Countries
.
I
,.
Stfmetinw 'during the course of spatial transformation just de- ..,
scribed'i a country will pass, quietly and unnoticed, from a conditi(,>D ':.
of under.development to one of development. The exact timing of ~
this changeoveris somewhat arbitrary, for the process of1iransition .
is relatively smooth. Moreover, admission to the select company of·
D-cOunhies signifies neither that all internal phenomena are"auto-,
matically consistent with each other-the oxcart coexists with the
jet engine-nor that the process of development has ceased-. On 'the
contrary, election to D-status :means that a country has push.ed- forward into a period of self-reinforcing and continuous change, "Pased
on invention and innovation. Inevitably, therefore, discrepancies
arise among the element~ of which developing societies a~e)hade.
Dev~lbpment again appears as an asynchronic process. 19
N~vertheless, in taking stock of the changes that have occurred,
students of develepment will discover that the general situatio!l of a
D-country differs radically from earlier periods. For our purposes,
the most important change that has .occurred islh~ substitution of
time fO~'place. Expressed differently, this means: 1) increased freedom from economic constraints in location decisions; 2) increased
geograppic mobility of population and productive resources; 3)
larger networks of social interchange; 4) larger number of decision- f
making centers; and 5) easier communication among centers. '.
The substitution of time for place also means a substantial reduction in the so-called friction of distance, and this, in tum,.enlarges
the options for locational choice and makes the real time of reaching other places in the system a more decisive fact than out-9fpocket costs of movement. Eventually, even time may' ~eaSe to be
importimt: as the time for covering a certain distance shrinks, a
situation of approximately equal access is eventually aplm!lached.
This will extend to the entire space of the nation the salient tr~its
of acore region.
Modem development tends to push these changes further in the
same direction. This does not mean, however, that location decisions
will henceforth be treated whimsically. For even in postindustrial
societies the past bears heavily upon the present. Old centers persist
in retaining strong attractive power, though their activities may spill
out into wider ar~enlarging the concept of city and constituting
anew unit of spat' I integration.20
\.
!
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If the substitution of time for place reduces econo ic constraints
. on location decisions, the city ceases to be a ~ propu sive force of
development. Spatial patterns of development were rimordial national concerns of ~n underdeveloped society seeking eater autonomy, higher living levels,' more social integration, eater world
participation, and a more complete integration of its t rritory. They
cease tebe so for countries that are rapidly slipping i to postindustrial sy.stems. 21 The new salient interests in leisure, m ss consumI>
tion, and science are no longer dependent on ~n urba focus-they
may be called trans-urban. Nor is the city any longer n im~rtant
instrument for their fulfillment.
This is not to claim total irrelevance of the settIeme t pattern for
development in these societies. Problems of transition ill continue
to command the attention of policy makers. 22 Pockets of peripheral
poverty remain; dramatic changes in the internal eco ogy of meta·
urban 4nits call for difficult adjustments; the poor are handicapped
in taking advantage of the new loc,ation freedom; assive transportation problems demand urgent solufions. In ddition, the
policy of linking I).ational economies into supra-nati nal systems,
such as a ·common market, will pos~ problems of spatial, reintegration similar to those of V-countries and amenable to a! similar treat·
ment. In both cases, the urban pattern will playa major role. The,
problem of urbain form, however, remains an open one where the
dominant social 'foncerns fall more in the realm of culture than of
politics or economics. For locational freedom imposes a special kind
of responsibi1i~y: freedom for what? The forms of urban settlement
-'
are therefore nIt unimpo,rtant to postindustrial societies.
Which patt rns are optimal for th~s new phase of development?
In attempting 0 answer this question, we trespass on terra1ncognit~, \
V-countries, a~ er all, have tIne example of the more developed SOCIeties as a gUid9' and we are able to study the regularities and phases ,
of s~~ession i,n spa~ial organization. But on what model may D· '
c.ountjnes pattefIJ. then development?
'
I
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